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Functional beauty; beauty of 
function; simplicity and elegance 

of design



{

        "appName": "Adobe Illustrator.app", 

        "bundleId": "com.adobe.illustrator", 

        "currentVersion": "23.1.1", 

        "extensionAttributes": [], 

        "id": "092", 

        "lastModified": "2019-10-03T10:37:29Z", 

        "name": "Adobe Illustrator CC (2019)", 

        "patches": [

                {

                        "capabilities": [
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What the fork is Going on 
with Software?



This is just one person’s 
opinion…



What are the changes?
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Faster Release Cycles
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Faster Release Cycles


Licensing Models



What are the changes?
Faster Release Cycles


Licensing Models

Vulnerabilities



What's driving change?
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Perception
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Perception


Development methodology
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Perception


Development methodology

The last change



What are the effects?



What are the effects?
Our role has changed



What are the effects?
Our role has changed


It is necessary to empower the users



The benching...



The benching...
End users are the beta testers



The benching...
End users are the beta testers


Inconsistent information



The benching...
End users are the beta testers


Inconsistent information

Lack of historical data



The benching...
End users are the beta testers


Inconsistent information

Lack of historical data


(Potentially) catastrophic bugs



The benching...
(Lack of) Volume Licensing



The benching...
(Lack of) Volume Licensing


Developer Guidelines



The benching...
(Lack of) Volume Licensing


Developer Guidelines

Unfit deployment mechanisms



Where's the forking demo?



Where's the forking demo?
This is MacSysAdmin



Have vendors forgotten?



Have vendors forgotten?
The platform?



Have vendors forgotten?
The platform?


The users?



Have vendors forgotten?
The platform?


The users?

The admins?



Are vendors listening?



Are vendors listening?
Some are



Are vendors listening?
Some are


Those who aren't should



Are vendors listening?
Some are


Those who aren't should

What happened to Quark?



What can you do?



What can you do?
Suck it up?



What can you do?
Suck it up?


Provide a buffer



What can you do?
Suck it up?


Provide a buffer

Test, test, test



What can you do?



What can you do?
Make noise?



What can you do?
Make noise?


MacAdmins Slack



What can you do?
Make noise?


MacAdmins Slack

External Forum





What can you do?
Make noise?


Account Managers



Thank You
@duncan.mccracken


kinobi.io

mondada.com.au

http://kinobi.io
http://mondada.com.au

